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Exercise 0.

How much time did it take to complete the task?

Exercise 1. (40 points) : Fermionic operators

Let c and c† be two operators satisfying the anticommutation relations

{c, c†} = 1, {c, c} = {c†, c†} = 0.

a) (5 p.) Prove the relations [N, c] = −c and [N, c†] = c†, where N = c†c.

b) (10 p.) Applying these relations on the eigenstates of N (|0⟩ and |1⟩), show that with
suitable choice of phases

c|0⟩ = 0, c|1⟩ = |0⟩, c†|0⟩ = |1⟩, c†|1⟩ = 0; (1)

c) (10 p.) Show that c and c† are the hermitian conjugate operators (i.e. ⟨m|c†|n⟩ = ⟨n|c|m⟩∗, ∀m,n).

d) (15 p.) Show that for a system of fermions, the particle number operator N =
∑

i a
†
iai

commutes with the Hamiltonian

H =
∑
i,j

⟨i|H0|j⟩ a†iaj +
1

2

∑
i,j,k,l

⟨i, j|V |k, l⟩ a†ia
†
jalak.

Hint : You could prove first that [AB,C] = A[B,C] + [A,C]B = A{B,C} − {A,C}B.

Exercise 2. (60 points) : Helium atom

Helium is composed of two electrons bound by the electromagnetic force to a nucleus containing
two protons along with either one or two neutrons, depending on the isotope

a) (5 p.) Write down the Hamiltonian of the two-electron system in the Helium atom in the
approximation of an infinitely heavy nucleus.
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b) (20 p.) Under the assumption that the interaction between electrons is a small perturbation,
we can factorize the wave function into a product of wave functions for separate electrons.
The total wave function of the fermion system should be antisymmetric and is given by
product of coordinate and spin wave functions. If both electrons are in the 1s state, then the
coordinate wave function must be symmetric, and the spin wave function is antisymmetric.
Write down the spin wave function for this state. What is the total spin (S) and the spin
projection (Sz) for this state ?

Hint: The spin operator is given by S⃗ = ℏ σ⃗
2
with σ⃗ the Pauli matrices

c) (20 p.) For electrons in different states we can construct symmetric and antisymmetric
combinations of coordinate wave functions. Write down the wave functions of all possible
states with electrons in 1s and 2s states assuming that the 1s and 2s state wave functions
are known, ϕ1s and ϕ2s. Find S and Sz for these states.

d) (15 p.) Find the energy levels for the states considered in (c) in first order of perturbation
theory. The difference between energies is given by two exchange integrals. Express it in
terms of the wave functions for 1s and 2s states, ϕ1s and ϕ2s. Discuss the result.
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